Famous people
She (to be) ... the fifh and the youngest child of two teachers from
Poland.
She (to study) ... at the Flying University.

In 1891 she (to move) ... to Paris, where she (to enroll)... at
the Sorbonne.
She (to get) ... married to a scientist.
She (to receive) ... Nobel Prizes for two different sciences: physics and
chemistry.
Her daughter (to win) ... the Nobel Prize.
Her notes (not to stop) ... being radioactive.
She (to add) ... two elements to the periodic table.

She (to have) ... serious family problems in her childhood.
Her true name (to be) ... Norma Jeane Mortenson.
She (to get) ... married to a famous writer and (to read) ... a lot of
books.
She (to sing) ... "Happy Birthday" to President Kennedy in 1962.
The rumour (to say) ... that she (to have) ... a love affair with the
President.
She (to lose) ... a few pregnancies and that (to make) ... her very sad.
She (to star) ... a lot of films and (to become) an icon of Pop culture.
She (to overdo) ... drugs.

He (to receive) ... formal education as the first person in his family.
He (to spend) ... nearly 27 years of his lifetime in jail and (to be) ...
called the world's most famous prisoner.
He (to become) ... South Africa’s first black president in 1994.
He (to fight) ... for the rights of minorities.
He (to win) ... the Nobel Peace Prize in 1993.
He (to make) ... a lot of motivational speeches.
He (to spread) ... awareness of Aids in South Africa.
He (to spend) ... his last days at home with his family and (to die) ...
in December 2013.

Famous people
He (to be) ... born in Germany to a Jewish family.
He (not to speak ) ... at all until he (to finish) ... the age of three.
In his childhood he (to spend) ... long hours working on puzzles and
complex structures from blocks or cards.

At school, he (not to be) ... considered a very good student, but he
(to become) ... the world's most famous scientist.
He (to receive) ... his Nobel Prize in 1919.
He (to have) ... citizenship in four countries: Germany, Israel,
Switzerland and the United States of America
He (to make) ... the most known equation E=mc2.
One of the periodic table elements (to be) ... named to
commemorate him.

He (to be) ... born in London, Britain, but (to die) ... in Switzerland.
He (to revolutionize) ... cinematography, because he (to play in) ...
and (to direct) ... a lot of silent films and talkies.
In the first year of filmmaking, he (to make) ... 35 films.
He (to do) ... everything himself, because he (to be) ... a perfectionist.
He (to become) ... famous of the mustache he (to wear) ... .
One of the Russian woman astronomers (to name) ... a minor planet
after his name.
Two men, one Polish, one Bulgarian (to rob) ... his grave and (to steal)
... his body for the ransom.
One of his most famous films is "The Great Dictator", where he
(to satirize) ... Hitler.

She (to be) ... born in 1910.
Her father (to die) ... when she (to be) ... eight and her mother (to
raise) ... her alone.
She (to become) ... world's most famous nun.
For many years, she (to teach) ... and (to help) ... the poorest in India.
She (to win) ... the Nobel Peace Prize in 1979.
She (to leave) ... home at the age of 18 and never (to see) ...
her mother or sister again after becoming a missionary.
She (to be) ... beatified and later (to canonize) ... in 2016, so she is
considered a saint. of Aids in South Africa.
She (to work) ... for the poor till she (to die) ... in 1997.

Famous people
He (to get) ... adopted after birth.
He (to move ) ... to Los Angeles, because he (to be) ... bullied at school.
.He (to graduate) ... from high school, but (to drop) ... out of college.

He (to work) ... for Atari, (to have) ... a summer job in Hewlett
Packard and (to get) ... fired from Apple.
He (to be) ... one the youngest people to make the Forbes list.
He (to suffer) ... from cancer and a few years (to die) ... in his home
surrouded by his family.
In his adolescence, he (to go) ... to India and (to immerse) ... himself
in Buddhism.
He (to become) ... world's most famous entrepreneur, visionary, and
innovator.

She (to be) ... born in 1858 in Manchester, England.
Her parents (to send) ... her to France, where she (to finish) ...
school.
She (to form) ... the women movement called the suffragette in 1903,
they (to fight) ... for women's rights.
She often (to break) ... the law, (to be) ... arrested and many times
and (to go) ... on hunger strikes in prison.
All her daughters (to be) ... involved in the suffragette movement as
well.
She (to die) ... at the age of 69 in 1928, three weeks later women
(to get) ... equal right to men.
Her husband (to be) ... 24 years older than her.
She (to travel) ... to many countries.

She (to be) ... born in a small town in England.
She (to have) ... an unhappy marriage and (to become) ... a single
mother at the age of 28.
She (to suffer) ... from severe depression.
Now she is a billionaire, but in the past she (to live) ... on benefits.
She (to write) a series of fantasy books and (to revive) ... literacy
among young people.
She (to sign) ... her books with a pseudonym.
She (to work) ... as an English teacher in Portugal.
She (to get) ... an Order of the British Empire.

